
Orientation iii 
The orientating techniques 

 
 

In O i and “Introduction”, we began to “orientate”  
the hc (human condition) 

in space and with the whole body. 
What’s there is our projected actuality. 

We occupy certain shapes, in spaces 
in particular places, in relation with the whole body. 

It is the “where” of our projected reality.  
 

“What happens” is a process of becoming a part of the whole self 
as we relate with the whole body. 

It is the “process of reality”. 
Doing is a mystery where we play some part (O ii)  
where the whole body actually does and initiates, 

and to whom everything happens, only a part of which is our reality.  
We go beyond our usual modes of knowing and doing  

when we capture our self experiential and introduce reality.  
Our relation with the whole body can unfold. 

 
Orientating techniques are introduced here 

as useful tools for orientation. 
              

 
orientation, shapes and what happens 
        With orientation, our reality is captured in space and put in 
relation with the whole body - step 2 of the "3 things we can do" (O 
ii). Rather than lost in our projected reality, identified with what we 
experience, we become experiential and "presentable" to relate 
with reality, the whole body alive in creation.  
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the "3 things we can do": 
Step 1 - Get ready by 
promoting the whole  
body. Stop. 
 
Step 2 - Orientate in  
space, and with the  
whole body. 
 
Step 3 - The contem- 
plative process of  
introducing reality. 

 

        The process of reality is “what happens” as the whole body who 
“must be there” is “introduced” - step 3.  

        We become more of a part, 
as we are affected by the whole 
body and in becoming a part, we 
affect the whole body. For us 
and for the whole body, the part 
and the whole, benefit in 
relation with. There can be 
resolution, healing, a deep 
reckoning, and growth or 
actualisation in our self, and the 
whole body can be there as a 
more integrated presence for 
creation, Earth and others.  

        There has been much that has been put aside in a person's life, 
repressed, suppressed and denied. In cognition, even if knowing of 
these parts, we avoid their actuality. Our sanity, it seems, depends 
on it, so that a certain amount of denial is normal. But we, as an 
identity, can regard the whole that encompasses our all, including 
what we deny and exclude to be OK. 
        We are validated as a part of reality and life on Earth, only as 
projection and only through our relation with the whole body, for 
he/she is our whole, projects our part and is alive, on Earth, in and 
of reality. We should regard the whole body, for the simple fact that 
we and our reality are projected parts of the whole body in reality. 
        Beyond the “what's what”, and the usual ways of determining 
things in our reality, beyond the self having an experience, and 
beyond the transcendent witnessing of our reality “as is”, is the 
“there-ness” of our projected actuality. Based on neuronal activity, 
our reality must consist of some sort of energy to occupy space. The 
projected actuality of our reality is not as yet detected in 
measurable ways. However, they can be appreciated, sensed 
intuitively or we can “see feel” them, as a massage therapist once 
put it to me. With orientation, the   manifestation of our reality, our 
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projected actuality "there", may be captured as "shapes" in 
projected spaces, and in particular places "where", in relation with 
our source and host, the CNS and the whole body. 
        The “there-ness” of our reality, is our “presentable” situation, 
condition and state, for relating with the whole body. And when we 
do that, or rather play our mysterious part in doing, to capture our 
self experiential or as experience (O i) and introduce the whole body 
or reality, it is done and “what happens” happens.  
        Reality cannot but include our reality. We may exclude the 
whole body, but for reality, the whole body alive in creation, we are 
not an exclusive choice, nor are we contradictory to the whole as a 
part. Even in isolation, we are a part and the whole body is there 
waiting, for us to orientate with. 
 
orientating techniques 
        Orientating moves (o.moves) are what we can do, from within 
our projected reality, to promote orientation and “what happens”. 
The moves are definitive steps that we can tell ourselves to do, be 
told by others to do, and do. 
        Orientating references (o.refs) are spatial references for our 
projected reality, projected space, and the whole body. They can 
help recognise and better capture our projected actuality, and refer 
to the whole body. 
        I will present the following orientating moves and references in 
a somewhat matter of fact, mildly “boot camp” way, but let me 
remind you that direct action, direct orders or instructions alone, 
cannot address the hc and reality. 
        Our usual modes of knowing and doing reinforce the usual 
isolating identification within our reality, with “I’m it”, “I’m doing it” 
and “that’s the wot". Orientating techniques (o.techs) however, not 
only help us actively and knowingly promote orientation and play 
our part in what happens, but also extend our projected actuality 
(all the better to present to the whole body with) before relating 
with the whole body. The three steps in the "3 things we can do" (O 
ii) will often be referred to in explaining the techniques. They 
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complement what we can do, or our “mysterious part” to play, in 
relating with the whole body outlined in the “3 things”. 
        Introducing the o.techs will be in itself an exercise in 
orientation; the occasion should allow us to orientate ie. recognise 
and extend our projected reality, and relate with the whole body. 
The techniques, the orientating moves and references, will I think, 
stay with you. Like legs and arms, they help us get around and make 
a difference. 
 
wear it 
        “Wear it” is an o.move that utilises a spatial reference (o.ref) to 
help orientation ie. capture the hc and relate with the whole body. 
Simply apply or “wear” them, the o.refs, over your projected self 
and actuality, the projected space you occupy, and your sense of the 
whole body. We will use a “dome” as the o.ref to demonstrate 
“wear it”. 
                        

the “wear it” exercise :  
Make some time, several minutes at least. 
 
Sit up, stand up or lie down but face the front ie. align 
the head, face and neck to the (front facing) chest, and 
extend or straighten the trunk. This is for now, the 
“promote whole body” – step 1 of the “3 things we can do” 
(O ii).  
 
As we did in O i and 
“Introduction”, consider the 
depth of your projected make-up 
or construct; the wot out front in  
the experience, back through the 
actuality of the self “having an 
experience”, and the witness behind. 
      

side view                    from behind 
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Now, introduce or “wear” a dome from 
above, over and around the top of 
the head. The "dome" is the 
o.ref (orientating reference), or the 
spatial sense. "Wear it" over your 
projected reality, including your self, and 
the whole body – step 2, the “3 things”.  
 
If time remains, repeat the “wear it” exercise or go on, while 
captured “experiential” as is, to contemplate and introduce 
the whole body.       

 
        You can imagine a dome, mark out a dome by waving your arms 
around your head or have someone do it to you, or you might use 
an umbrella, an actual or an imaginary one, for it is a familiar dome 
over the head. Notion and sense, "captured in space" with a dome! - 
because our reality is projected in projected space. 
        Do not visualise or imagine too hard with “wear it”. It is a 
technique. The method is orientation. We want to capture our self 
and reality as a projected actuality, not be lost in our reality, in “I’m 
doing it”. 
        Let the orientating reference mark your projected actuality. No 
need to be corrective and insist on a symmetry or particular sense, 
nor be accurate in what you can determine, but rather, be 
“captured” in your self and your experience, as you and they are, 
your reality as is, and as projected presence or actuality “there”. 
        In this way, we may not be challenged from the “self 
referencing conundrum” (the repulsion to approaching the self, as if 
to maintain the disassociation necessary for having an experience), 
the witness can approach and be included as a projected actuality 
and part of the whole body. Other disassociated parts too, can turn 
and approach rather than leave you in your isolating identification.  
        In attempting “wear it”, you may be conscious of the area to 
the right side at the back. You may notice it as an unevenness there 
or to the dome there. It is the projected actuality of the witness in 
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its disassociated condition. The upper aspects of the wot may press 
up onto the front rim of the dome on the right side. The other side, 
to the whole body’s left, may seem even more uneven, escape or 
not allow the “dome” at all. 
        Again, do not be corrective with, or insist on, these or any other 
sense that may register or be captured with “wear it”. There is no 
basis for questioning what is “there” of our projected reality. We go 
beyond what we may determine “what's what”, in dealing with 
projection. It is “what's there”, in shape and space, and in place in 
relation with the whole body, the “where” of the hc “there”. 
        The witness or reference that may notice the gap on the right 
side to the back of the dome, is of a greater and deeper construct or 
make-up. And on it goes, through to a deeper reference, and 
greater construct - but not for ever, not with the whole body to 
orientate with. 
        Once you are experiential, inclusive of your self and experience, 
as is, go on to consider the whole body, and “introduce reality”, the 
whole body alive in creation - step 3, the “3 things". 
        Orientation, takes us beyond our usual modes of knowing and 
doing. "Introducing reality" is a contemplative or mystical act of 
communing with reality, the whole body alive in creation. It involves 
the inclusion of our actual self and results in the induction of “what 
happens”, not just what you are trying to do. 
        The "dome", whether imaginary or real, is introduced in our 
projected reality. Yet, “wear it” gives us in projection, a powerful 
feed-back of our projected reality including our self, to our self and 
to our source and host, the whole body, including the CNS.  
 

- try “wear it”. Set yourself up for time, read over the  
“wear it” exercise and try it. Straighten up! Steady to be 
included in an inductive and integrative process. “Wear” 
the dome and capture your self experiential.  
You should gain some spatial sense of your projected 
actuality, and in relation with the whole body. The o.techs 
(techniques) strengthens or reinforces the orientation, to 
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capture the hc and relate with the whole body - step 2.     
Then, “introduce reality” - step 3; “it” should be closer for 
us having orientated with “wear it”.            
 

        You may wish to take some time out to reflect on or have a 
break from what may be unfamiliar ground. You may want to try 
"wear a dome" again. When you are ready, we can proceed with 
this exercise of introducing the o.techs. On with three more sets of 
o.refs and o.moves before finishing with two important references 
for the whole body, the "core" and the "stagger". 
 
consider tbmu 
        We, as an identity having an experience and the transcendent 
witness witnessing that, are projected through and around the 
head. We extend deeper backwards and deeper downwards as we 
integrate with the whole body, and become more a part of the 
whole body. 
        To extend your floating construct, "consider", in sequence, 
"tbmu" the top, bottom, middle and underneath of your projected 
actuality. 
 
            tbmu: 
            top - of your construct, “me and my     
                   experience witnessed” 
            bottom - of your construct 
            middle - your float, and 
            underneath - what you float on 
 
        This o.ref, “tbmu”, is “considered” or 
applied (o.moves) in front of a deeper 
witness from underneath and behind the 
floating construct orientated with. 
 
 
 

head and 
shoulders 
from 
behind 
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introduce spread 
        To capture your sense of symmetry, rather than be "lost" in it 
(till the depths of our construct is related with the whole body - O i), 
introduce a horizontal line or “spread” across the width of your 
projected presence. Do this through the depths of your construct, 
across the symmetry of, in the experience, having an experience, 
and the witness – the front, back and behind of your construct. 
        “Spread” may also be introduced down through the levels of 
your projected actuality. You may notice your self reaching across to 
the right and up from the mid-line, to meet the wot in front, 
through several levels. These depths or levels will be mentioned 
again, further on in this chapter.  
 
come under and around 
        For “come under and around” cup, scoop or wrap your floating 
projected actuality from underneath. 
        With this move is a stronger sense of your projected make-up 
and extent, of inside and outside, boundaries and surfaces, your 
breaths, deeper make-up and being, and generally of how you 
extend and open, different ways in different directions. 
        Cognitive, emotive, deeper somatic, and the instinctive ("gut") 
and intuitive ("other") senses, come into play in the process of 
becoming a part. Our boundaries and surfaces set our identity tight 
(focussed) or mesmorised with what we identified with, away from 
the struggles and fear that are avoided.         
        You may notice that the projected placement of our reality to 
the right, our "middle centred right”, that to the left is inside, and to 
the right is outside. 
        You may touch on the “other side”, on the left side of the body, 
a different realm of different dimensions and presence, a 
countenance to our right centred symmetry.  
        Trust the whole body with everything you experience, inside 
and out, whether they be identities, breath, surfaces, bodies, and 
presences, as often our experiences are negative and without 
obvious or direct purpose. Trust the whole body for projecting and 
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encompassing all you experience - whether you suffer or rejoice in, 
focus or mesmerise with, identify or deny them. 
 

- try “consider tbmu”, “introduce spread”, and “come under 
and around”, to extend what is there of your projected 
reality. You may like to start with what you capture of your 
projected actuality with “wear a dome”. Having extended 
your projected actuality with the o.tech, make the occasion 
complete by referring to or orientating with the whole body - 
second part of step 2, the“3 things”. And "introduce reality" - 
step 3. 

 
core 
        The “core” is the reference for any solid object, and so for the 
whole body. Throughout the whole body's vertical extent, and for 
each level you may find your self at, use the core to refer to the 
whole body, both for orientating with the whole body - step 2, and 
to “introduce reality” - step 3.  
        As discussed in O ii, the core is also the reference for “oneness”. 
The spirit is the oneness of the whole body and All creation, at the 
gravitational centre of the whole body, the core at the base of the 
dome of the diaphragm.  
        The displacement of the whole body by projection means that 
in projection, the solid whole body manifests as Nothingness. There 
are various "all-s" other than All creation. In projection, they 
manifest one with the whole body as the various “onenesses”. The 
essence-s of the two, of the whole body and the various "all-s", 
manifest along the vertical extent of the whole body, according to 
the various density or gravitational content of those various"all-s". 
So that, in sequence, from the base of the whole body up, are the 
onenesses with the whole body of Earth, all life on Earth, all 
humanity, All creation, all souls, all feeling, all mind, all conscious, all 
space - in projection, in Nothingness. (diagram in O ii emptiness, 
nothingness and the spirit) 
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        The “core” can be combined with “introduce spread”.  
 

introduce spread, "take it to the core" : 
Capture your projected symmetry with spread, then take it 
or associate it to the core - to relate your projected actuality 
with the whole body. 

 
        This use of core and spread, can be further combined with our 
sense of gravity, to promote our extent and relate with the whole 
body. 
 

bear weight upon the core : 
Cover with “spread”, your sense of weight or presence.  
"Take it to the core" by again associating the spread to the 
core. "Bear your sense of weight upon the core” - as a 
veranda’s weight is transferred or counter-levered down an 
upright wall. 
 
Try this through the levels, or the depths of the whole body's 
trunk-al extent - head, chest, liver (under right lower ribs) 
and belly. Down low our right sidedness casts a heavy load 
that must be levered wide and low to bear upon the core. 
Consider the other end, its levels waist, hip, and haunch, its 
core, and its right centred spread.  Projected sense of 
gravity and self is presented to the stuff of gravity itself, the 
solid whole body. The core is a reference, and the other end 
a clue for the solid whole body. 
 
And “introduce reality” - step 3. 

 
        The core is a powerful reference for our projected actuality, the 
brain-spine and their 2 ends in particular (split brain and tapering 
tip), and the whole body. True to the core, the other end (of the 
whole body) levels under the floating tip of spine, and the skull 
caps the split brain.  The projected and the real, of our reality and 
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weight of our right centred  
reach on top of the "stagger", 
counter-levering strain sliding 
out to the left underneath, and 
a counter weight on the left  
sided landing 

 

the counter-levering strain 
from our R sided reach, down 
the vertical into the chest 

 

the whole body, brought to a fine point of reckoning by the CNS 
through the core as reference (o.ref). 
 

- try “bear weight upon the core”, before “introduce 
reality”. With the core as the reference for the whole body 
and so reality, take or associate the sense of gravity to 
gravity (the whole body in and of gravity), sense of breath 
to breath (the whole body who must be breathing), self to 
whole body (who must be there in reality breathing), life to 
whole being alive, projection to the whole body in reality. 

 
the stagger 
        The top of the "stagger" covers our 
right centred reach, the strain from which 
extends down and slides out underneath to 
the left (curved arrow in both diagrams) at 
each vertical extent, in the head, neck, 
chest, and below the diaphragm. This 
counter-levering strain can be drawn further 
down the midline, to a relieving counter 
weight on a landing to the left at the 
bottom of the stagger (diagram right).  
        The top of the stagger tends to 
“stagger off” or fold out to the right 
and lean forwards, as it tilts the vertical 
with it. This is associated with our 
isolating identification within our right 
centred reality.         
        We will use spread and “take it to the core” 
to “promote whole body” by “correcting” the 
hc “staggered off” to the right.  
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to “right” the “staggered off” hc : 
Step 1 Right the stagger upright (fig 1) - note the arrows. 
 
Step 2 Take it to the midline (upright) stagger (fig 2). 
 
Step 3 Bear down upon the core below, through the levels to 
counter weight the right centred draw of the hc (fig 3) – 
note the three stages or levels of effort to secure the 
counter weight on the left sided landing to the “stagger 
complete”. 

 

 
       fig1                    fig2                   fig3 
 
 
        With the process of reality, of integration and extending in 
becoming a part, the breath settles, from cognitive through emotive 
levels. The “swallow” begins to separate from the breath, and 
reaches past the somatic level or “liver's float”, down into gut level 
(underside and underbelly). The stagger's landings with their 
counter weights keep the undersides from sliding out to the left. 
Together with the right sided spread to “bear weight upon the 
core”, the counter weights help us extend through the core towards 
the pelvis, or the other end, the clue to the solid whole body in 
gravity for us in our floating actuality. 
        As always, beyond what manifests for us in projection, including 
our intentions and sense of doing, is the whole body who actually is.  
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how did you go? 
        We have done the following o.techs in this chapter: 
1 wear it 
2 consider tbmu 
3 introduce spread 
4 come under and around 
5 introduce spread, take it to the core 
6 bear weight upon the core 
7 the stagger  
 
        I have emphasised the difference between orientating with the 
whole body, and “introduce reality” by (if not too laboriously for 
you) distinguishing them as the second part of step 2, and step 3. 
        Hopefully you have had an orientating experience that was not 
too confusing or confronting. Certainly it is a lot, and the 
presentation may seem undisciplined or unruly. I have been loose or 
open with what the actual experiences should be in some things, 
and perhaps too pre-empting in others. You may have taken several 
steps and breaks to get through this chapter.  
        One could say that we are traversing existential ("I'm it"), 
experiential (the self as experience), construct-al (including the 
conscious and witness), and actual (brain-spine projection) grounds 
or realms, to relate with our whole (the whole body).  
        I hope “introducing” the o.techs here in O iii helped move you 
on, from “what's it like”, to doing orientation. The method of 
orientation, to capture the hc and introduce reality, determined, 
applied and practiced. May it reach and stir every whole body’s 
projected reality, and steady us all, identity within projection, for 
“introduce reality” – step 3.  
 


